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QUESTION 1

A customer requires high availability for wireless services at branches. The customer also wants to centralize
management and traffic distribution as much as possible. What should the architect suggest? 

A. Controlling branch APs with one or more HP 7500/10500 20G Wired-WLAN at the main office and enabling remote-
AP features 

B. Controlling branch APs with a cluster of HP 830 Unified Wired-WLAN switches, one of which is deployed at the main
office and one of which is deployed at the branch 

C. Deploying the APs without a controller but managing them with HP Intelligent Management Center (IMC) Wireless
Services Manager (WSM) 

D. Controlling Branch APs with two HP 830 Unified Wired-WLAN switches, which are deployed at the main office 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A network architect has created a quality of service (QoS) for an HP 5900 Series switch that uses four traffic classes.
Class of Service (CoS) 5 for voice traffic. CoS 4 for Video traffic. And CoS 0 for everything else. The switch ports
implement strict priority (SP) queuing. 

What would be an advantage of enabling weighted fair queuing (WFQ) instead of SP? 

A. When congestion occurs, the port will randomly drop traffic in the CoS 3 and CoS 0 queues, preventing TCP
synchronization that increase congestion 

B. The architect can ensure that voice traffic is always forwarded before bandwidth intensive video traffic 

C. The architect can guarantee specific bandwidth to each class but prevent video an SAP applications from starving
out other applications entirely 

D. When congestion occurs, the port will buffer traffic in lower priority queues rather than drop it immediately as it does
with SP queuing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Organizations can deploy off-the-shelf, virtualized application on some HP infrastructure devices. Which devices support
this capability? (Select two ) 

A. HP MSR3000 Routers 

B. HP HSR6800 Routers 

C. HP 7500 Switches 

D. HP 11900 Switches 
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E. HP 5400 zl Switches 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 4

A network architect is planning a guest solution for a group of ports in a conference room. Guests should have access to
the Internet only. The company wants a simple solution and prefers not to burden visitors with login requests. Which
solution would best meet the company\\'s requirements for a gust network? 

A. Place the ports in a black-hole VLAN that is not carried on Switch-to-Switch links. Apply a dynamic VLAN for guests
who pass web authentication to a server that allows MAC registration 

B. Place the guest ports that is allowed access only to the internet. Optionally configure port isolation. 

C. Apply MAC lockdown to the guest ports. Configure switches to place unknown MAC addresses in a VLAN with
access only to the internet 

D. Apply web authentication to the guest ports. Use the built-in guest accounts for HP switches to authenticate the
users 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is upgrading a data center network solution in phases. The first phase involves updating the top of rack
(ToR) switches in one rack. Other switches will be updated in their phases. 

What is one benefit of this approach? 

A. It allows the through testing of the solution in real-world circumstances 

B. It ensures that the network can be updated without any scheduled downtime 

C. It removes the need to conduct connectivity and failover tests during the implementation 

D. It removes the need for working with customer change management processes 

Correct Answer: C 
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